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	The source of life is water. Life began in the

	oceans, which represent the largest stock of water

	on Earth. Much less water is stored below the land

	surface in the form of fresh groundwater, amounting

	to not quite 0.8% of the earth’s total water

	reserves, while lakes and rivers combined only

	contribute a further 0.007%. Therefore terrestrial

	life depends primarily on the global water cycle.

	This cycle makes the land productive by the infusion

	of fresh water precipitation, originating from

	the salt water of the oceans. However, in many

	regions the precipitation does not provide a sufficient

	or reliable source for the sustained presence

	of plants and animals. In fact, in all regions, precipitation

	proves to be highly variable in time and

	space, and human activities that have led to global

	warming have also increased the variability and

	intensity of rainfall.





	Assimilation and biomass production in natural

	plant communities are intimately linked to

	water use through transpiration. The same is true

	for agricultural crops. However, extreme weather

	events like drought and torrential storms threaten

	agricultural enterprises and the well-being of

	an ever increasing world population. Three-quarters

	of the renewable fresh water resources used

	by mankind are consumed in irrigated agriculture,

	but such practices are at risk in several regions for

	varying reasons. These include climate change,

	weather variability, decline in groundwater

	reserves owing to over-utilization, and the degradation

	of soil and water quality. The 21st century

	has been referred to as the ‘century of water’.

	At the world food summit held in Rome in 1996,

	water was identified as the major threat to food

	security. The global water crisis is predicted to

	intensify within the coming decades. Areas of

	acute water shortage are expected to spread,

	particularly to large regions of Africa and the

	Middle East.





	In an age characterized by an increasing

	demand for fresh water and at the same time by

	an actual decline in reliable water resources for

	both rainfed and irrigated agriculture, conservation

	of water is essential. Agricultural water

	management must aim to eliminate unproductive

	water losses and optimize transpirational water

	use. The goal is to achieve optimum economical

	yields per unit of water used without compromising

	the environment. The development of an

	understanding how to approach such a goal is a

	central theme of this book.
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Web Design: A Beginner's Guide Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Essential Skills--Made Easy!


	Create professional-quality web sites in no time with help from hands-on tutorials. Fully updated to cover the latest technologies and techniques, Web Design: A Beginner's Guide, Second Edition, explains how to analyze site requirements and create a web-development proposal to plan and...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Performance Tuning CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Performance Tuning Cookbook is divided into

	three major parts—Performance Monitoring, Performance Tuning, and Performance Management—that are mandatory for dealing with performance in any capacity.





	Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Performance Tuning Cookbook offers a great way to manage...
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The Anatomy of Peace: Resolving the Heart of ConflictBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2015

	NEW EDITION, REVISED AND UPDATED

	

	What if conflicts at home, conflicts at work, and conflicts in the world stem from the same root cause?

	

	What if we systematically misunderstand that cause?

	

	And what if, as a result, we systematically perpetuate the very problems we think we are...
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Evolved Cellular Network Planning and Optimization for UMTS and LTECRC Press, 2010

	Most books on network planning and optimization provide limited coverage of either GSM or WCDMA techniques. Few scrape the surface of HSPA, and even fewer deal with TD-SCDMA. Filling this void, Evolved Cellular Network Planning and Optimization for UMTS and LTE presents an accessible introduction to all stages of planning and...
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Computer Forensics with FTKPackt Publishing, 2014

	Written by a specialist in digital crime, this book helps you leverage the power of the FTK platform to conduct penetrating computer forensic investigations. With a step-by-step approach, it clarifies even the most complex processes.


	About This Book

	
		Receive step-by-step guidance on conducting computer...
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C # in a Nutshell, Second EditionO'Reilly, 2003
This book is a desktop reference for Microsoft's C# programming  language, designed to sit comfortably next to you while you program and to  accompany you faithfully in your travels. The first version of C# shipped in  January 2002 as part of Visual Studio .NET and the .NET Framework, after an  extensive public beta release.
...
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